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1. PURPOSE 

JCS Report on POST-CONTROL CONUS: RESTRICTED DISTRIBUTION. 

Continuity-13 scenario involves the creation of a series of micro-states under control of 

leaders engineered for philosophical strength.  

 

WATCH-TOWER ACTUAL –ACTIVATION REQUEST: JENGA EVENT –

ROGUE TOPSY PROPOSE IMMEDIATE CLEARANCE. TARGET DATE 2046.  
 

Hypothesis Overview: In failure-state conditions for RE-ESTABLISH, MILITARIZE, 

and WHEEL-2 contingencies, least-worst-option is accelerate/intensify social 

fragmentation. Under this scenario remaining CONTROL elements direct against social-

cultural, media, and infrastructure stability nodes. US undergoes extreme fragmentation 

into micro, autonomous units. 
 
CONTROL is re-asserted through the deployment of ideologically, biometrically 

controlled prepared leadership. 
 
This document describes the prerequisite resource allocation and technology 

development to assess feasibility. 
 
This scenario should be considered high-risk, t-speculative, C^3-I intensive; it represents 

a least-worst-case alternative to multiple/cascading failure events. 
 
Critical Success Factors: In a highly-balkanized post-control CONUS social groups will 

revert to agrarian / meso-migrational-period structures where personal leadership 

characteristics determine eco-mil alignment. 
 
Leaders with key attributes including extreme pragmatism, authoritarian, personal 

charisma, bio-superiority-markers, and individualist / monarchist tendencies will 

establish self-sufficient communities. 
 
PROGRAM will take advantage of and co-opt this natural progression through 

preparation, training, sequester of capable leaders with the requisite attributes. Unlike 

naturally occurring leaders PROGRAM leaders will be loyal to, aligned with CONTROL. 
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CONTROL EVENT 

In the event of a succession-grade EVENT, remaining control structures will implement 

JENGA PROTOCOLS: 
 Monetary Credibility Gap: Shadow-Bank Run, Media Leak, Public De-Banking. 

 Quarantine Engagement: MERSA, Influenza. Air/Mosquito-borne vectors will be 

popularized. Check-points established. 

 Martial Law / Riot: Engage local LEOs in riot-control. Overwhelm fracture points, 

provide militarized support from controlled units. 

 Internal Disruptors: Terror cells, racial war, majority-collaborators. Media support 

critical.  

 

LEADERSHIP ROLLOUT 

SEE ARTIFICAL HUMAN GENOME [KEY WORDS: CRISPR, HUM-EXPANSION, 

MAN-UP].  
 

Precis: In order to manage neocameral microstates with continuity and 

sustainability over more than one generation the emergent orders will require 

philosophy. A governing philosophy with CADRE that is suitable to implement 

will be MAXIMAL PRIORITY in re-assembling civilization. As chaos favors the 

strong,  

 
The JENGA PROTOCOL aftermath will involve widespread social collapse with high 

casualty rates and severe psychological impact. PHASE 2 will require an effective, 

coordinated LEADERSHIP ROLLOUT which will require specific high-value traits in 

the cadre. 
 
These are: 
 Genetic markers for high-IQ: triplet repeat marker (CTGB33) 

 Genetic markers for Pragmatism, Low-Empathy: H3K4me3 chromatin marks  

 Genetic Markers for Rational Action: UNIDENTIFIED (SEE SUBJECT CASES) 

 Genetic Markers for Fearless Dominance & Non-Impulsive Antisociality: 

UNIDENTIFIED (SEE SUBJECT CASES) 

 

POST-CONTROL PATTERN: MICRO-STATES 

The sustainable POST-CONTROL pattern will seek an island of stability in terms of 

defense capability, economic promise, and resistance to corruptive forces (Democracy, 

Victim-Sympathy Gaming, Non-Capability-Related Equality, Feminism Radical or 

Otherwise, etc.) 
 
These states will need to have social pressures towards 1-generation rulers with a heavy 

emphasis on philosophical foundations. They will engage in free trade, have no concept 

of innate human-rights, and zero-legislative empathy. PLAN will require a CADRE of 

these rulers ready to assume command post-EVENT. 
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SUBJECT CASES 

In two key dimensions the genetic markers for the required aptitudes are 

INDETERMINANT. PLAN has identified candidate donors for genetic material with the 

required traits. UPDATED PLAN for collection of genetic material APPENDIX C. 
 

Subject Notes Disposition 

Land, Nick Nihilist. Expatriated. Foreign assets 

can collect. 
Yarvin, Curtis Monarchist. Disruptor. Disruption largely nullified 

by social immune-system. 
Anisimov, Michael Disruptor. Low Grade. Limited 

approach. 
Steves, Nicholas Racialist. Viable. Not preferred. 
Mark Citadel [aka?] Orthodox Militant. Maybe. 
Scott Alexander / 

Yvain[aka?] 
Rationalist. Destructive Altruism 

Complex--but superior to 

alternate-in-category 

Yudkowsky 
[ Unknown ] aka [ Last 

Psychiatrist ] 
Disruptive Rationalist. Probable traits match from 

EUCLID Net-seive. Examine 

for possible match. 
 

OPERATIONAL DIRECTIVE: Acquire targets immediately. Extract stem-cell tissue. 

SUBJECTS EXPENDABLE. 

 

2. APPLICABILITY This instruction applies to the Office of the Secretary of Defense 

(OSD), the Military Departments, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Combatant 

Commands, the Office of the Inspector General of the Department of Defense, the 

Defense Agencies, the DoD Field Activities, and all other organizational entities 

within the DoD (referred to collectively in this instruction as the “DoD 

Components”). 

 

3. POLICY. This instruction implements DoD policy, pursuant to References (c) and 

(d), that a Managers’ Internal Control Program be established to review, assess, and 

report on the effectiveness of internal control (IC).  

 

4. RESPONSIBILITIES. See Enclosure 2. 5 

 

5. PROCEDURES. See Enclosure 3. 
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6. INFO-SEC. Release of this document or related enclosures, transmission by 

unencrypted or unauthorized channels, removal from security container without 

permission, reproduction in any form, contamination of security environment, 

loading onto any electronic system not meeting TEMPEST and FARADY standards 

will result in CATEGORY 5 REPRISALS.  

 


